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From FIRE’s statement ••• on the Supreme Court decision in 303 Creative v. Elenis: ‘Freedom of 
conscience is a fundamental individual right: The First Amendment protects our right not to speak, too, 
and the government cannot force Americans to voice its preferred message on pain of punishment. 
Today’s decision recognizes that just as the First Amendment protects students in our public schools 
from discipline for refusing to pledge allegiance to the flag, so too does it protect the right of artists to 
voice only those messages they wish to express, without risking government-imposed fines and 
“remedial training.”’

Foundation for Individual Rights and Expression •••
vGuardian

Artists may not be forced to create art expressing an opinion with which they disagree — U.S. Supreme 
Court. 

I was having dinner with Peter Diamandis ••• the founder of XPrize ••• (an exciting organization—
Google it), and I asked him what his next big moonshots were. He said: education and healthcare.

 “So, you want to reform education in America?” I asked. “No,” he said, “I want to crush it and replace 
it.” I asked him how he was going to accomplish that and he responded: “Artificial intelligence and 
virtual reality will revolutionize education.” He described a philosophy course where, through virtual 
reality and AI, you could actually talk to Socrates in the Greek Agora, asking questions of him and any 
other philosopher, and getting their answers.

But this is not something for the future—it already exists and is being refined.

from above: “… a philosophy course where, through virtual reality and AI, you could actually talk to 
Socrates in the Greek Agora, asking questions of him and any other philosopher, and getting their 
answers.”

I have just had a conversation with an AI representing itself as F. A. Hayek. I gave it my definition of 
freeorder and asked if the concept would be useful? The answer was intelligent, and was what I would 
expect from Hayek. -ls [ [
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Anas Khan]

An Education Revolution ••• posted by Carl Barney ••• 26 Jun 2023 [links added by editor]

“What We’re Reading About Russia” ••• Bari Weiss’s The Free Press

David Hock writes: “Another SLL [StraightLineLogic.com] gem. Some excerpts that jumped out at 
me: “… these wizards of woo woo ran into a buzz saw of people who had real domain expertise 
outside the walled gardens of academic endeavor and the pattycake peer review of friendly guild 

https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/indoctrination-reputation-and-evolution —el gato malo

Authority means less and less, reputation and integrity mean more and more. —Robert Gore

June 2023 - threads of freeorder
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outside the walled gardens of academic endeavor and the pattycake peer review of friendly guild 
systems. they came from a world where one has to actually be right for a living, not just socialized 
and credentialed …

“…it has succeeded because it retained sufficient reputation to gaslight society into being too 
frightened, too alienated, and too intimidated to challenge it. but it was all woo-woo, a kung fu theater 
of phony facility. it’s all flash, no substance; it’s all hat, no cowboy.

“the true power of woo-woo lies in making you too afraid to challenge it....''

Robert Gore, publisher of Straight Line Logic: “Authority means less and less, reputation and integrity 
mean more and more. From el gato malo at boriquagato.substack.com: how the rise of the reputation 
economy will destroy the university system as we know it …”

David also provides this link: boriquagato.substack.com/p/why-public-health-experts-never-want

“Bari Weiss is the founder and editor of The Free Press. From 2017 to 2020, Weiss was an opinion 
writer and editor at The New York Times. Before that, she was an op-ed and book review editor at 
The Wall Street Journal and a senior editor at Tablet Magazine.” —https://www.bariweiss.com/

At one point, seemingly in surprise at the applause she was receiving, she asked the audience: “Am I an 
Objectivist?” and promised to read The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged.

Bari Weiss ••• founder of The Free Press ••• was a speaker at the Objective Standard Institute’s LevelUp 
2023 ••• conference in Phoenix, June 2023.

A project of Liberty Fund •••

Glyph 228 the story of Pierre F. Goodrich, Indianapolis businessman and lawyer, who founded Liberty 
Fund in 1960
vArcher

Interactive Pin Factory ••• Adam Smith Works •••

This week we are launching www.longevityplaybook.com that is the culmination of all of my research 
with our 10-doctor scientific advisory board. We truly believe that we can help individuals to not only 
slow the clock on aging, but to support the reverse of growing older, making it possible for people to 
live younger longer. You will learn in our web and mobile application how to do the incrementally 
important things that can truly affect change inside of your body. [
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Patrick Cox]

Dr. Mike Roizen, Chief Wellness Officer Emeritus at Cleveland Clinic announces ••• [LinkedIn] the 
Longevity Playbook

“Aging is a universal process of physiological and molecular changes that are strongly associated with 
susceptibility to disease and ultimately death. Experiments in murine models of parabiosis have 
demonstrated that heterochronic blood sharing leads to multi-tissue rejuvenation. … The intuitive 
conclusion that factors in young blood are responsible for the rejuvenation is challenged by the 
observation that using age-neutral saline as a replacement fluid, and not adding but just replenishing the 
albumin lost by the procedure, achieves or exceeds the rejuvenation effects observed in the parabiosis 
model.” —“Attenuation of age-elevated blood factors by repositioning plasmapheresis: A novel 

Reversion to Youthfulness by Plasma Dilution
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model.” —“Attenuation of age-elevated blood factors by repositioning plasmapheresis: A novel 
perspective and approach” - https://www.trasci.com/article/S1473-0502(21)00128-2/fulltext - [
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Patrick 
Cox]

vMethuselah

“China vs. The USA: Crouching Dragon, Hidden Tiger?” ••• -16 Jun 2023

“China: Not Rising, but Stalling” ••• -09 Dec 2022

All ••• articles by Victor Hill

China: articles by Victor Hill, of Master Investor ••• 

“Web3's Most Exclusive Content-Driven Summit” ••• (why the claim)

Shannon: “The internet brought about a paradigm shift in that we needed to change how we 
conceptualized communication in a digital age. Blockchain technology is going to create as deep or 
deeper shifts because we are now taking about value and assets rather than information.”

Thanks to Shannon Ewing ••• who attended this conference.

Proof of Talk Conference: Agenda ••• 14th & 15th June ‘23, Paris, Musée des Arts Décoratifs

This call for papers invites researchers and scholars to explore the impact of special jurisdictions on 
multiple aspects, economic, political, social, technological and even environmental. Possible topics of 
interest include, but are not limited to:
 

• The impact that special jurisdictions have had on economic freedom, individual liberty, and 
free-market capitalism, and how they may help to promote or hinder free-market values.

• The economic impact of special jurisdictions on local and national economies, including their 
impact on innovation, entrepreneurship, job creation, and foreign direct investment.

• The legal and regulatory framework of special jurisdictions and its impact on businesses, 
including the role of property rights, contracts, and dispute resolution mechanisms.

• The political and social implications of special jurisdictions on local communities and the 
nations as a whole, including their impact on labor standards, environmental protection, social welfare, 
and public policy.

• The role of special jurisdictions in promoting international trade, including their impact on trade 
policy, tariffs, and non-tariff barriers.

• The challenges and opportunities for businesses operating in special jurisdictions, including 
issues related to governance, corruption, and access to finance.

• The comparison of special jurisdictions in different countries and regions, and their impact on 
the ease of doing business.
vOpenworld

Journal of Special Jurisdictions ••• call for papers ••• 

The image of freeorder is such a form. Notes placed on the edge of an immense sphere hold space empty 
where a melody may find itself.

“Art is the creation of form symbolic of human feeling”  —Susanne K. Langer, Feeling and Form, pg. 40, 
Scribner's, 1953.
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“Dystopian dread is the shadow of utopian dreams. The hope of The New Atlantis is to help steer away 
from both — and instead toward a culture in which science and technology work for, not on, human 
beings.”

The New Atlantis Magazine •••

Underthrow (the Book) is Here: How Jefferson’s Dangerous Idea Will Spark a New Revolution

The Law of Flow is Everywhere: Once You See Bejan's Constructal Law in Action, You Will Always 
See It

High Minds Lie with Models and Metaphors: Language creates our models of reality, but some models 
are false

The Right of Self-Determination: A Classic Excerpt from Ludwig von Mises's Liberalism (1927)

The Constitution Is Dead.: We’re Giving Away $20,000 to Create a New One

Towards Rules Without Rulers: Governance Must Evolve with Human Complexity

The Pillars of Decentralization: Reflecting on one of the best cases for decentralization ever made

From Shadow Constitution to Network State: Sowing the Seeds of Underthrow with Solidarity Around 
Chosen Law

The Crypto-Anarchist Manifesto: A Classic by Timothy C. May (1988)

The Six Spheres of Morality (Part One): I cover the first three moral spheres vital to peace, freedom, 
and abundance

   ——

Max Border’s Substack, offering comprehension of freeorder: recent titles

Impulsive regulation inhibits the development of cultural immune systems. The ability to distinguish 
truth and error disappears. Monotonic sources of distinction are established, are maintained by 
compulsion, and become available for sale to the highest bidder. As populations weaken and descend 
into idiocy lying for profit flourishes. -ls

The Habit of Regulation and Cultural Suicide

The Gods Send Thread for the Web Begun
Andrew Carnegie to us

from an ancient Greek source

In his magnificent library-study on the first floor, seated at a roll top desk so huge that it had had to be 
constructed inside the room, Carnegie, his feet barely able to touch the floor, would sit, contemplating 
how best to dispose of his wealth. All around him, carved into the wood paneling of the walls, were the 
slogans that had inspired him throughout his life: high above the mantle of the fireplace, "Let There Be 
Light," and directly below that the words which he had first seen as a young man in the Stoke's Library 

Joseph Frazier Wall, writes of Carnegie’s last home, built in New York City:
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Light," and directly below that the words which he had first seen as a young man in the Stoke's Library 
in Greensburg, Pennsylvania, and which he had vowed would some day be in a library of his:

He that cannot reason is a fool,
He that will not is a bigot,

He that dares not is a slave.

Running around the walls of the room like a frieze carved out of Poor Richard's Almanac were the 
words: "The Kindom of Heaven is Within You," "The Gods Send Thread For The Web Begun," "All Is 
Well Since All Grows Better," "The Aids To A Nobel Life Are All Within," and "Thine Own Reproach 
Alone Do Fear." It was difficult to be other than noble in such a room.

Andrew Carnegie, by Joseph Frazier Wall, Oxford University Press, 1970, University of Pittsburgh 
Press edition of 1989, page 857. A magnificent work, and an inspiration for the creation of the Office 
for Open Network ••• Denver, Colorado (1975-2000). -ls

“If you aren’t getting rejected on a daily basis, your goals aren’t ambitious enough” ••• Chris Dixon

“I’d argue that leftist political activists are only a small percentage of the Native demographic. I would 
posit that the basic Native political identity is ethnocentric, mainstream Democrat, capitalist, socially 
moderate, remarkably magnanimous, and only intermittently passionate. In other words, the Native 
American world is very…American.”

“After all, who has more reason to be contemptuous of the United States government than an Indian? It 
makes a certain amount of political sense that an Indian, especially a reservation Indian, might choose 
to become a small government libertarian or an anti-government right winger.”

“Indian tribes are land-based and have (tenuous) control over vast resources. And they have complex 
constitutional rights that sometimes go beyond what even privileged Americans possess.”

——

“The ‘I’ in BIPOC: Not all Native Americans are leftist political activists” ••• Sherman Alexie

https://catawbacorps.com

The Catawba General Council Approves Digital Economic Zone in Catawba Lands ••• 
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